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Menominee Way Trait Week Six: Heart By Editor 

Due to Town Day on Sunday, The Way was postponed for a few days. Therefore, for one time only, the CIT’s presented 
The Way on Tuesday night. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six characteristics our camp calls, ‘The 
Menominee Way.’ This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Heart.’  
 
“Heart: The difference between cheering or putting your soul into something. One with heart does not simply play to 
win, but plays to compete. Having heart is not just to play for yourself but play beyond yourself for a higher goal. One 
team may not be as skilled as another, but heart can be a gamechanger to lift the weaker team above.” 
 
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary heart around camp. 
 

MATTHEW HARFIELD. In MATTHEW’s third year at camp, he displays his infectious love for camp every day. From 
cheering on his teammates during Green and White, to being the clown of the cabin, it is easy to see how much of 
an impact he has on the people around him.  

DYLAN COHEN. While it may only be DYLAN’s second year at CM, DYLAN can be seen playing his heart out, not only 
for himself, but also for his team. While DYLAN’s actions during activities show his love for camp, his friendly attitude 
towards other campers and passion to learn more about camp also makes a difference around the friendly confines.  

HARRISON KESTENBAUM is in his first year at the friendly confines and already shows the heart needed to be a 
notable figure at camp. To have heart, you need to show dedication to camp and all of it’s functions, something he 
does daily. You will always see HARRISON putting in effort in all activities, even on the side-line supporting his team. 

JACK FORMAN. JACK’s veteran presence this year at the friendly confines has been felt by all. From building a 
victorious fire to cap off Green and White, to playing out for the fly ball in left field, his heart towards camp is 
indescribable. JACK approaches all challenges in his path with a hard-fought battle. 

RYAN FIRMIN is a veteran at camp and in his six years, RYAN has done a great job showing his passion and dedication 
to Menominee, through every cheer he starts. As a Green team captain, RYAN was given the task of leading his 
team. During the competition, he stepped up immensely and has put all his passion and heart into being a captain. 

MARC GOODMAN. In MARC’s third year at camp Menominee, he consistently displays his love for camp. Whether 
he is out at football or running the league championships, he always demonstrates why he is such an integral part 
of camp and why camp Menominee needs MARC. 

DANIEL WAITE is in his first year at camp and has taken on the role of the Megaphone editor. That is a role only a 
person who really cares about camp would take, and succeed in. Throughout the summer, DAN has been tasked to 
provide an issue to read nearly every day. That is a lot of responsibility for one guy, but he has handled it perfectly. 

WOODY. WOODY’s unconditional love for camp shines bright every day. Year after year, international staff come 
and go due to everyone’s busy lives around the world. However, WOODY puts everything aside to come ‘home,’ to 
camp. WOODY’s lack of presence this summer was felt by all, and we are thrilled to have him back. His daily work 
ethic and soft spot for CM proves to be unlike any other. As if nothing had happened, WOODY jumped right back 
into his role at camp which cannot be replicated by any single person. The Menominee family should forever be 
grateful for the unimaginable love WOODY has for camp and the thousands of people he has positively impacted. 

 

Honour Cabin:  
At the end of the week, JASON honours a specific cabin for best demonstrating the six CM characteristics throughout 
that week. This week’s winners were the CIT’s. Every day, the CIT’s have demonstrated their love for camp through 
leading activities, cheering on their peers, putting everything they had into Green and White, and building amazing 
fires each week at The Way. They are an assett to CM and will be fantastic junior counselors next year. Congratulations 
JAKE HOODACK, LOGAN ROSENGARD, BENJIE GAU, TODD LAZARUS, BEN ZELKEN and JOEY MATGOUS. 
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White Win By Editor 

After an incredible eight days of Green and White, split over 19 
competative events, the WHITE team were announced 
victorious, in Wass Hall, with a very tight score of 2220-1850. 
Once the winners were announced JASON said that this “could 
be the first time ever that a team has lost both the Sing and the 
Relay, but still won Green and White.” Leading into the Sing and 
the Relay, the White team had won an impressive 11 of 17 
events and unknown to them, had already built up a large 
enough lead to clinch victory. Despite being behind, the Green 
team never gave up, thanks to amazing leadership from 
captains DANIEL MALIS, GAVIN BRAMWIT and RYAN FIRMIN. 
The captains rallied their team to an amazing victory in the 
Relay and celebrated in the lake with their brothers. White 
team captains JACK BEHAR, LOUIE KANTER and ISAAC MILLER 
helped motivate their defeated team to the finish line in the 
Relay and led the team to the lake for celebration of their 
amazing efforts throughout Green and White. Congratulations 
to every single camper and CIT for taking part in this amazing 
competition and to the winning team: the White team. 
 

Greens Take the Relay By Editor 

Yesterday afternoon, was the final event of Green and White: 
The All-Camp Relay! 53 events stood between each team and 
popping the balloon on the flag pole, outside Wass Hall. The 
events ranged from completing chin ups to running around 
bases, playing tetherball and paddleball to rowing out to the landing of the 
bridge at Dam Lake, building a fire and boiling water to a relay in Frisbee golf 
and from potato and spoon races to climbing the climbing wall. Shout-outs to 
BENJIE GAU, for giving the Green team the lead during the rowing event, JACK 
BERGER for quickly winning his matchup in tetherball, ASHER BERMAN for 
climbing the climbing wall in just over a minute, which allowed the Green team 
to reduce the deficit, and MASON AUSLANDER for hitting a bullseye in archery 
with his first shot. Leading into the second to last event, building a fire and 
boiling water, the teams were neck and neck. TODD LAZARUS and last years’ 

Relay fire building winner, JACK 
FORMAN, worked together to 
create an incredible fire. In 
what JASON called the “best 
fire he had ever seen in a Relay”, TODD and JACK managed to boil the 
water in under 2 minutes and give the Green team the lead, leading into 
the final event: balloon toss up the hill to the flag pole. Despite dropping 
the balloon twice early on, the Green team got into a rhythm, thanks to 
the aid of captains DANIEL MALIS, GAVIN BRAMWIT and RYAN FIRMIN 
and quickly raced up the hill with the balloon, before the captains 
popped the balloon together and gave the Green team victory in 
2:42:23. Lucky Canteen 71. The White team fought well throughout, 
refusing to give up, and managing to complete the Relay in 2:51:31. 
Congratulations to both teams for taking part in an incredible Relay.  

The Green team captains seal victory by 
bursting the balloon on the flag pole 

Final ‘Riddle of the Day’ for the Summer: I can fall off a building and live but put me in water I will die. 

What am I?      
Answer: Paper     Winner: SAM ROSEN 

Road to White Victory: 
 

Cheer Off:  Mannequin Madness: 
White Team  Green Team 
 

Vroom:   Menominee Monopoly: 
White Team  Green Team 
 

Counselor Hunt: State of Union: 
White Team  Green Team 
 

CATES:   Runners and Chasers: 
Green Team  White Team 
 

Bari’s Biffs:  British Bulldogs: 
White Team  White Team 
 

Tug of War:  Circle Dodgeball: 
Green Team  Green Team 
 

Musical Chairs:  Hatchet Hunt: 
White Team  White Team 
 

Midnight Manhunt: Field Day: 
White Team  White Team 
 

Counselor Sports: The Sing: 
White Team  Green Team 
 

The Relay: 
Green Team 

SETH SCHOR and HENRY LEVIN 
ready at the start line 
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Green and White Relay Snapshots By Editor 

 

ASHER BERMAN (right above) 
climbing quickly to reduce the 
deficit 

BENJIE GAU helps the 
Green team take the lead 
thanks to amazing rowing  

TODD 
LAZARUS 
and JACK 
FORMAN 
build an 
impressive 
fire (right) 

MASON AUSLANDER shooting a bullseye  

HENRY MILLER showing off his running 
and balancing abilities on the ‘roll log’ 

JASON ANDERSON helps spell 
‘CM18’ in the sand  

The Green team celebrate in the lake  

JACK 
BERGER 
(in green) 
races to 
tetherball 
victory 
(right) 

TYLER FIELD (light blue shorts) 
completing the Dizzy Izzy’s 

BRANDON JOHNSON completing 
the sweatshirt relay  

RYAN FIRMIN sprinting in the relay  

NATE BEERMANN with hands 
of steel in the potato and 
spoon race 


